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A farm business partnership is a joint business effort by two or 

more people for profit. The majority of the partnership agreements are . ' 

not in writing and even many of those in wr~ting do not include provisions 

for continuation in case of a dissatisfied partner or the death of a partner. 

Partnership continuation upon the withdrawal of a partner can be 

assured by providing for either the purchase by the remaining partner of a 

withdrawing partner's interest; continuity in the event of a ·partner's 

death, by providing for the purchase by the remaining partner of the deceased 

partner's interest or by making the dec~dent's estate a partner for a 

definite term. 

Continued existence of the business, despite death or withdrawal of 

a participant, is one of the major advantages secured by doing business in 

corporate form. However, by the use of appropriate provisions in the articles 

of partnership, you may obtain substantially the same continuity for a part-

nership. 

When there is no written partnership agreement, any partner can 

dissolve the partnership and the death of a partner automatically ends the 

partnership. The withdrawing partner or estate of the deceased partner 

becomes a creditor of the partnership and can force a settlement. 

Your lawyer is a key resource person in helping with written provisions 

in your partnership agreement to assure continuation of the business upon 

death or voluntary withdrawal of a partner. 

The provisions for continuation should insure that the withdrawal of 

a partners interest does not severely impair the ability of the business to 
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cont inue. Payments may be made with interest on the principal amount due 

or if agreeable by all parties, a share of the profits until full payment 

has been made. There are several basic patterns that should be considered 

as follows: 

A. Purchase on Voluntary Withdrawal_!/ - Generally, the partnership agree

ment should provide the remaining partners with an option (not a binding 

agreement) to purchase the interest of a voluntarily withdrawing partner 

at a stated price or pursuant to a specified formula. If there are provisions 

against withdrawal prior to the expiration of a specified term, penalties may 

be provided for their breach; for example, the option to purchase may be 

cast in terms favorable to the remaining partners. A common provision is 

to establish an option price or a formula for fixing the option price and 

further provide that the remaining partners may make payment partly in cash 

and the balance in installments over a term of years, with interest fixed 

at a moderate rate. The method of determining the purchase price will be 

discussed below. The provision should be clearly stated as an option on 

the part of the nonwithdrawing partners and not a binding agreement. A 

modification of this provision would be to pay off the withdrawing partner 

by paying him his share of prof its for a limited period. Provision should 

be made to allow the active partners some compensation for services, to be 

treated as expense befo~e computation of distributable profits. 

Although a member of a partnership always has the power to withdraw 

from the firm, the economic sanctions imposed for withdrawal in contraven

tion of the articles. of agreement protect the remaining partners. 

B. Transfer of Interest on Withdrawal_!/ - The partners may agree to adopt 

a corporate concept to effect continuity of the business. The articles 

may provide that any one or more partners may sell or assign his partnership 

interest, with or without · the consent of the other partners. There are 

several variations that this provision may take. The right to sell or assign 
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may (but usually would not) be absolute and unqualified. This would constitute 

a purely corporate approach to the attribute of free transferability . 

A more cus tomary provision woul d permit a sale of t he partnership 

inter est, s ubject to res t ric tions upon t he purchaser's r igh t s of management 

and control. Another variation is to permit t he sale upon condi t ion that a 

Limited Partnership would be formed with the purchaser becoming a limited 

and not a general partner. 

C. Providing for Termination by Deathl/~ Death of a partner is the most 

connnon cause of .termination of partnerships. Unless provision is made in the 

articles of agreement, death means dissolution and liquidation. 

Continuation of the enterprise can be effected by giving the surviving 

partners the right to continue the business either by purchasing the de

ceased partner's interest or by making ·the decedent's estate a partner for 

a definite term. 

Provisions for purchase of a decedent's share may be an option or 

absolute obligation. An obligation to purchase may become burdensome if the 

business has become unprofitable or impractical to operate without the 

deceased as a partner. An option to purchase gives greater flexibility and 

ordinarily is the more desirable solution. However, the partners may prefer 

an absolute buy-and-sell agreement as protection for their estates. Absolute 

purchase obligations will frequently be funded with life insurance. 

Whether or not an option or firm agreement to purchase is provided, 

the problems exist of fixing the value of the interest and arranging a 

method of payment. Some conflict of interest is inherent in the solution. 

Quite naturally the survivors will want to keep the purchase price as low 

as possible and to pay the agreed price in installments over a protracted 

period. The decedent, on the other hand, will prefer to have his estate 

receive the maximum amount with a minimum of delay. 

Although the value of the deceased partner's interest is ordinarily 
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determined as of the date of death, the method of arriving at the purehase 

price must be fixed in advance in the agreement. Book value, valuation by 

appraisers, periodical valuation by the partners, or capitalization of 

earnings are all methods for determining the purchase price. 

Once the purchase price is established by either a fixed amount or 

a formula, the problem of payment must still be solved. The instances are 

rare in which the remaining partners have the resources to pay a substantial 

sum in cash. One solution is to pay installments over a term of years .. 

This, however, has certain disadvantages to the deceased partner's estate. 

Unless the partnership has real estate that can be mortgaged to secure 

payment of the future installments, there is a risk of nonpayment. Further

more, distribution of the estate of the deceased partner may be delayed until 

the final installment is paid. On the other hand, the remaining partners 

are burdened by the installments of principal that are not deductible in 

determining the partners' income taxes. 

The most practical solution for both the deceased and the surviving 

partners may be life insurance, as this will provide a definite sum with 

which to purchase the deceased partner's interest at the required time. For 

the estate of the decedent, it provides immediate payment in cash. 

To arrange a life insurance program, several choices may be considered. 

First, the premiums may be paid by each partner on the insurance on his own 

life or on the life of the other partners. Or the partnership itself may 

pay the premium. In either case, for income tax purposes, the premiums will 

not be deductible becaus·e they are not ordinary and necessary business ex

penses. Moreover, the surviving partners are direct or indirect beneficiaries 

under the policies. 

The beneficiary may be the partnership, the other partners, or the . estate 

or a relative of the deceased partner. For federal estate tax purposes, 

insurance on a deceased partner's life is taxable if the proceeds are payable 
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t o his estate or if the decedent possessed any of the incidents of ownership. 

Therefore , t he i nsurance to cover the purchase price of the deceased partner's 

int erest should be payable to the surviving partners, the partnership, or a 

trustee . The application f or each policy shoul d be made by one par t ne r . 

onthe lif e of the ot her,. and ownershi p r e tained by the appli cant , who i s also 

named benef iciary. This i s known as the c ross purchase plan. I f there are 

several partners, the partnership itself may apply for the insurance, own 

the policies, and pay the premiums. This is known as the entity purchase 

plan. Either method .will prevent inclusion of both the insurance and 

the partnership interest in the deceased partner's estate. The partnership 

agreement should provide that the proceeds of the insurance shall be used 

for the purchase of the deceased partner's interest. 

It is advisable to make the insurance payable to a trustee rather than 

to the surviving partner or partners individually. Such payment will assure 

against unforeseen contingencies that could prevent the surviving partners 

from carrying out the obligation to use the proceeds for the purchase of 

the deceased partner's interest. There is a distinct income tax disadvan

tage in providing that the insurance shall be paid directly to the estate 

of the deceased partner or to his widow or children. In such instance, 

there is no increase in the cost basis of the surviving partners' capital 

interests, despite the fact that they have acquired the decedent's interest, 

and there would be taxable gain on a later sale. 

The income tax consequences of any arrangement to continue the business 

by purchasing the decedent's interest should not be overlooked. Payments 

made by the partnership in exchange for the interest of the deceased partner 

in partnership property are treated as a purchase by the remaining partners, 

and no deduction is allowed to the partnership. In such a situation, the 

survivors pay income tax on all partnership income earned after the death 

of the deceased partner, although the arrangement for such payments may be 
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made in terms of installment payments over a term of years. The estate of 

the deceased partner has capital gain only as far as cash payments exceed 

its basis for the partnership interest. To the extent that partnership 

property includes inventory items that have substantially appreciated in . 

value, the estate will have a stepped-up fair-market value basis and will 

realize, usually, no ordinary income. Payments by the partnership attribu

table to the interest of the decedent in partnership property consisting of 

unrealized receivables are treated as a distributive share of partnership 

income, or a guaranteed payment by the partnership, and are taxable to the 

decedent's estate as income of the decedent. Payments for the· decedent's 

interest in the goodwill of the partnership are similarly treated unless the 

partnership agreement provides for a payment with respect to such goodwill, 

in which event it will be treated as a capital item. Thus the partnership 

agreement can largely determine whether the deceased partner's estate or 

the surviving partners will be taxable on amounts paid by the partnership in 

excess of the value of the decedent's interest in specific partnership 

assets - amounts attributable to the reasonable value of the partner's 

interest in goodwill. Goodwill payments by the surviving partners individu

ally, however, will not be treated as ordinary income to the estate. 

If the surviving partner does not wish to give the decedent's estate or 

heirs a voice in management or control, the agreement can provide for the 

continuation of the business as a limited partnership with the surviving 

partner or partners acting as general partners and the deceased partner, 

his estate, or heirs as limited partners. This arrangement has the added 

advantage of limiting the liability of the deceased partner's estate or 

successors in interest. 

The surviving partners may wish to defer their decision whether to con

tinue the partnership with the estate of the deceased partner substituted as 

a general or limited partner. The partnership agreement may provide that 
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.the deceased partner's interest shall be appraised and left in the partnership 

as a l oan with a share of the pr of i ts to be paid t o the estate in lieu of 

interest. .In this way t he estate becomes a creditor for an agreed period 

wi t h no general liability f or f uture partners hip deb t s. At t he end of 

the specified t erm, the par tners can either liquidate the debt or, with 

the agr eement of t he deceased par tner 's estate or the beneficiaries, con

tinue the business with the latter as a gener al or limited partner. 

There are tax advantages to the surviving partners to provide for 

liquidation of the retiring or · deceased partner '·s interest through payment 

of his share of future profits rather than the purchase of his interest 

outright. The surviving partners can deduct from partnership earnings 

payments to the retiring partner,.· the estate of the deceased partner, or 

his beneficiaries, which payments represent a share of profits in lieu of 

interest on a loan or otherwise. All payments based on a percentage of 

profits or those. not in payment of the deceased or retiring partner's 

interest in partnership property are deductible to the remaining or sur

viving partners. In any event, the payments that the retiring partner, the 

estate of the deceased partner, or the deceased partner's beneficiaries receive 

will be subject to income tax either as a share of partnership income or . 

as interest income. If payments are made by the partnership partly in 

payment of an interest in the partnership and partly as ·a distributive 

share of income or a guaranteed payment, taxable as income, without being 

specifically so designated, the regulations provide for an apportionment 

for each installment. 

The commuted value of payments to be made by the surviving partners 

to the estate of a deceased partner for his capital interest is irtcludible 

in the gross estate of the deceased partner for federal estate tax, even 

though the payments made may be from partnership income accruing after 

death. Furthermore, the commuted value of payments that are income to the 
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estate of the deceased partner as a share of distributable prof its are also 

included in the gross estate of the decedent for purposes of the federal 

estate tax. In such case the income is also taxable to the recipient as 

"income in respect of a decedent." The federal estate tax paid on such 

income is allowed as a deduction for income tax purposes. 

There are, therefore, conflicting tax interests among the continuing 

partners, the retiring or withdrawing partner, and the deceased partner's 

estate. The last has an interest in having the payments considered as 

being made for the sale of his interest, while the remaining partners would 

prefer to regard them as made in liquidation of that interest. Careful tax 

planning, however, can avoid conflict and serve the interests of both parties. 

To summarize, a partnership can provide a measure of limited liability 

and actual continuity of the business, despite the death or withdrawal of 

a partner. Thus, through the use of proper agreements, a partnership 

can actually partake of two of the most advantageous attributes of a corpor-

ation without the formality of incorporation. 

!/ Sobeloff, Jonathan, Taxation/Practice Handbook #7, ]974, pg. 36-44 
American Law Institute, 4025 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Penn. 19104. 
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